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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2806 - 2807

Chapter 2806

At this time.

“Report! We found the trail of Forbidden Land No. 76! They finally appeared! And they
appeared directly in the southern border of Great Xia!”

The Gods Lab received the message.”Yes?”

That’s great.

When everyone heard the god of Forbidden Land No. 76, everyone went crazy.

Finally waited until this moment.

They disappeared for so long and really appeared.

“I want to come to Maya Industry and the Bible Organization, partly in the southern border,
and partly in the capital!”

Hearing this group of people appeared, Mr. X felt a little more relieved.

“Okay, inform Doctor Dark and his legion that they are ready. The God of No. 76 has
appeared!”

“God? What if your natural enemy nemesis is an ordinary person? I don’t know if you know
whether it will collapse in the future?”
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Mr. X smiled and said.

“But let’s take a look at the performance of No. 76 Forbidden Land God? They will definitely
appear behind Xiao Liejun’s and Jiang Ye’s!”

Everyone in the Lab of the Gods was very sure.

After all, in their expectation, the God of Forbidden Land No. 76 would appear behind Daxia
in a surprise attack.

On the one hand, it is the capital, on the other hand, it is the marching army.

absolute! ! !

They are all waiting!

“That’s right! Where is the specific location of the Forbidden Land God No. 76?”

Mr. X asked.

Intelligence personnel are just about to locate.

Suddenly the situation was discovered at this time.

Behind Leviathan’s army, majestic figures suddenly appeared!

They are like superheroes!

Fall out of thin air!

They are holding a handful of “artifacts” in their hands!

The biblical organization led by the evil god and the Mayan industrial army led by Ye Wudao
appeared.

Disappeared for most of the day, suddenly appeared, turned out to be behind the Leviathan
army!
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This appearance caught everyone off guard.

The evil gods brought out all the artifacts.

In addition to the artifacts that Levi Garrison personally refined, there were also all artifacts
that they refined using advanced technology later.

This is an artifact refined from various resources in Forbidden Land No. 76!

It was exactly the same as that used by the gods in Forbidden Land No. 76 at the time…

The power is huge, the artifact is out, and the sky is broken!

Underworld God and others suddenly appeared, directly using the artifact.

A series of powerful attacks began to bombard these Leviathans from behind.

“Shit!”

“哢嚓!”

“Patter!”

…

Under the powerful power of the artifact, the scales on Leviathan’s body were cut apart, or
burst into pieces under the powerful power.

The body under the scales was also greatly damaged!

Many Leviathans roared after being attacked.

“Boom…”

Many Leviathans also fell directly.
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Some have their heads directly knocked out by powerful artifacts, or their limbs are knocked
out.

In short, under a powerful attack.

The Leviathans have suffered heavy losses!

This is also unprecedented!

See this scene.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

This is unprecedented!

Xiao Liejun and the others were excited.

Fighting with Leviathan for a long time, apart from knocking down the protective shield and
hindering them from moving forward, it did not cause any substantial damage at all.

But now, as soon as the reinforcements appeared, they caused such a heavy blow to
Leviathan!

Thousands of soldiers were stunned.

They had never seen Leviathan’s scales being cut apart.

Finally see what’s under the scales…

There was no chance at all before.

excited!

So excited!

Seeing Leviathan so embarrassed, everyone shouted.
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On the other hand, look at the laboratory of the gods.

All of them are stupid.

In their eyes, “the group of gods in Forbidden Land No. 76” appeared.

But the result did not follow what they thought, this group of people appeared behind Da Xia
to attack.

Instead, he appeared behind their Leviathan to attack, causing huge losses!

All of them were stunned for a while.

At a loss!

In particular, Mr. X was standing there like a zombie.

Why? ? ?

Why is it all?Can’t figure it out!

I really can’t figure it out!

Why?

Shouldn’t these gods of Forbidden Land No. 76 want to swallow Daxia in one bite?

Chapter 2807

Shouldn’t we attack Daxia at this time?

Why did you start with Leviathan instead?

Shouldn’t this be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the guys in Forbidden Land No. 76?
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How could they?

Did you wear a pair of pants with Daxia?

impossible!

Wearing a pair of trousers, he also formed a Bible organization to quietly expand its forces
and cultivate its own seedlings in Daxia!

The Key Gods Laboratory has sufficient evidence to prove the existence of Forbidden Land
God No. 76 and their motivation to swallow Daxia in one bite.

Everything is justified.

But what is happening now is against common sense.

Makes them confused.

A group of people looked at the real-time images sent back, all in a state of confusion.

I can’t react for a long time…

In the battlefield.

The sudden appearance of reinforcements dealt a heavy blow to Leviathan, and almost all
Leviathan suffered injuries to some degree.

The opportunity is here!

Xiao Liejun’s eyes lit up! ! !

“The death squad listened to my order and rushed forward! Dry all your weapons on their
wounds at close range!”

“Remember! Minimize casualties! If you don’t have to be a last resort, don’t choose to die
together! Now we have a great chance of winning!”
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…

“Brothers charge! It’s time for us to do our best!”

Thousands of people in the death squad rushed up.

Like a scourge!

“The other ministries started to cover! Don’t let Leviathan have a chance to fight back!”

Xiao Liejun and Jiang Ye organized a large force to cover.

Several more robots were dispatched.

Follow the death squad to act together.

After the death squad arrived, they desperately touched Leviathan’s body at close range.

Throw in all the destructive weapons equipped in advance, or tie them to the wounds of the
Leviathans.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

In the next broad battlefield, various explosions broke out.

One by one Leviathan was severely damaged.

The robots on Daxia’s side are directly attached to Leviathan, and these small machines
have their own explosive devices to destroy them.

It exploded directly.

Another wave of losses…
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With the cooperation of the death squad and the Bible organization and other
reinforcements.

Leviathan’s army suffered too much damage.

Was beaten to no resistance.

Of course, thanks to the power of the artifact!

Otherwise, Daxia has no way to deal with Leviathan.

Even a strong man like Tiance Shenshuai couldn’t hurt Leviathan at all.

But the evil gods are different.

First of all, they drank the blood of the gods, and their physique and strength changed in
every way.

The second is this powerful artifact, it’s terrifying, everything can be cut.

No fear of Leviathan’s defense at all.

The most important thing is the artifact!

Ye Wudao and Ye Lingtian held the artifact, they were invincible, pressing Leviathan to fight!

In the Battle of Langya Mountain, didn’t Kunlun Academy possess a magical tool?

That artifact has brought great fighting power to Kunlun College!

Shooting too many powerhouses in the Lab of the Gods!

Not the key to turning the tide of the battle!

But at least it can account for one-fifth of the role!
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Originally considered in the Lab of the Gods, these artifacts would become the key to killing
Daxia!

I didn’t expect to use it on them.

“Brothers! The shortcoming of these giant creatures is that they have an energy core, right
in the middle of their bodies! Only by destroying the energy core can they really be
destroyed!”

Xiao Liejun and others immediately reminded.

“Everyone hears it? Hit the energy core!”

Next, everyone worked together to fight Leviathan’s body and fight to get rid of the energy
core.

But at this time Leviathan also began to fight back.

Daxia was also seriously injured.

But at least the one who has the upper hand!at the same time.

The other two thousand two hundred Leviathans were in groups of one hundred, raging in
various places in Daxia.

Although there are not so many gatherings at once.

But a hundred of them are also strenuous to deal with.

Daxia suffered heavy injuries everywhere.

Was breached one line after another!

But soon the reinforcements from Tiance Mansion and the ancient Garrison Clan came.

They also dispersed, cooperating with Hong Qingcang’s Anbu and other strong men to
defensively block.
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Just when the Leviathans launched the most violent attack.

Suddenly shouts came from behind.

Immediately after heavy firepower came, they began to bombard the Leviathans from the
rear.
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